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d. 'b t n process The M ter H use and the Compressor House were part of the 1stn u 10 
for manufactured gas The structures used in manufacturing gas have all bee~ 

872 demolished Gas was manufactured at the Potrero gas plant ustng coal From 
to 1906 and using oil and lamp black thereafter. Gas was extracted from coal by 
heating coal to more than 600 degrees Celsius in clay retorts The expelled gas 

as collected in a pipe at the top of the retort. The gas was forced through water, 
which helped remove impurities such as tar and ammonia. The gas was further. 
punfied in an iron tank with shelves lined with slaked lime that absorbed ammonia· 
uffur. and carbonic acid gases. The gas was stored in a holder or reservoir . 

consisting of an enormous sheet iron tub placed upside down in a water-fi lled bnck 
cistern. The gas was forced through the water and into the tub . The gas pressure 
forced the tub to rise and the heavy tub maintained the gas under pressure. A 1914 
Sanborn fire insurance map shows the following structures (no longer extant) at the 
gas plant north of Humboldt Street after its conversion to oil and lamp black in 1906: 
wharves, pumphouses, an oil tank, 2 generator houses {one where oil was heated 
and one where lamp black was heated), a lamp black storage shed, scrubbers, 
brick purifier houses, purifier tanks, and several large holders, including one with a 
capacity of five million cubic feet (Mirant20010Res4, Data Response No. 190). 

South of Humboldt Street was the Meter House, another purifier, and two holders. 
In 1924 the Compressor House replaced the purifier and one of the holders. Only 
the Meter House, Compressor House, and the base of one of the holders remain 
today. The Meter House measured the amount of gas produced before it was 
distributed. It contained five large machines (no longer present). The Compressor 
House increased the gas pressure so the gas could be distributed. Much higher 
pressures were required in San Francisco, compared to other cities, because of the 
hills and distances to outlying areas, such as Richmond (Mirant2001 DRes4, Data 
Response No. 190). 

Some of the structures in the Union Iron Works Pier 70 Historic District are on the 
parcel adjacent to the north of the power plant. These structures are also known as 
the San Francisco Yard and consist of 23 industrial buildings/facilities used in 
shipbuilding. Structures include machine shops, powerhouses:·warehouses and 
offices built between 1896 and 1941. Piers , slips, and dry docks extend into' San 
Francisco Bay. The earliest buildings are of brick masonry construction. Later 
buildings were constructed of concrete and metal . Metal buildings, many with gable 
roofs and monitors, are the most numerous. 

There are three warehouses on the parcel south of the power plant at 435 23
rd 

Street. The warehouses were associated with the Western Sugar Refine T 
the warehouses are of historic age, built in 1923 and 1929. Both warehoury. wo of 

· d · f d ses are of S teel frame construction erecte . on a rein orce concrete foundation R . ~ 
· ein,orced 
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